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Abstract: Smoother surfaces after laser vision correction
have been widely accepted as a factor for improving visual
recovery regardless of the used technique (PRK, LASIK, or
even SMILE). We tested the impact of laser beam truncation,
dithering (expressing a continuous profile on a basis of lower
resolution causing pixels to round up/down the number of
pulses to be placed), and jitter (a controlled randomnoise (up
to±20 µm in either direction) added to the theoretical scanner
positions) on residual smoothness after Poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PMMA) ablations, using a close-to-Gaussian beam
profile. Amodified SCHWIND AMARIS system has been used
providing a beam profile with the following characteristics:
close-to-Gaussian beam profile with full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 540 µm, 1050 Hz. Laser parameters
have been optimized following Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci.,
vol. 58, no. 4, pp. 2021–2037, 2017, the pulse energy has
been optimized following Biomed. Opt. Express vol. 4, pp.
1422–1433, 2013. For the PMMA ablations, two configurations
(with a 0.7 mmpinhole and 0.75mJ andwithout pinhole and
0.9mJ (forfluencesof 329mJ/cm2 and317mJ/cm2 andcorneal

spot volumes of 174 and 188 pl)) were considered, along with
two types of lattices (with and without ordered dithering to
select the optimum pulse positions), and two types of spot
placement (with and without jitter). Real ablations on PMMA
(ranging from −12D to +6D with and without astigmatism of
up to 3D) completed the study setup. The effect of the 2× 2× 2
different configurations was analyzed based on the rough-
ness in ablation estimated from the root mean square error in
ablation. Truncation of the beam is negatively associated to a
higher level of residual roughness; ordered dithering to select
the optimum pulse positions is positively associated to a
lower level of residual roughness; jitter is negatively associ-
ated to a higher level of residual roughness. The effect of
dithering was the largest, followed by truncation, and jitter
had the lowest impact on results. So that: Dithering ap-
proaches help to further minimize residual roughness after
ablation;minimum (or no) truncation of the beam is essential
tominimize residual roughness after ablation; and jitter shall
beavoided tominimize residual roughnessafter ablation. The
proposedmodel canbeused for optimization of laser systems
used for ablation processes at relatively low cost and would
directly improve the quality of results. Minimum (or no)
truncation of the beam is essential to minimize residual
roughness after ablation. Ordered dithering without jitter
helps to further minimize residual roughness after ablation.
Other more complex dithering approaches may further
contribute to minimize residual roughness after ablation.

Keywords: ablation roughness; dithering; Gaussian order;
jitter; spot overlap; truncation radius.

1 Introduction

Lasers with small laser spots and high repetition rates are
now widely used to manipulate the shape of the cornea to
correct refractive errors. Achieving accurate clinical out-
comes and reducing the likelihood of a retreatment pro-
cedure are major goals of refractive surgery. Despite a
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myriad of technological advances in this field, laser
corneal refractive surgery still presents some challenges in
achieving higher ablation smoothness and minimizing the
applied energy on the cornea. The temporal and spatial
distribution of the laser spots (scan sequence) has shown to
affect the surface quality and maximum ablation depth of
the ablation profile. Smoothness of ablation may also vary
with different excimer lasers systems [1]. In a study, abla-
tions were performed on Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) plates, with four different excimer lasers:
VISX-Star, Coherent Schwind Keratom I/II, Chiron Tech-
nolas Keracor 117C (Plano Scan), and the Nidek EC-5000, to
determine and compare the homogeneity and smoothness
of the surface. It was concluded that the laser with Scan-
ning spot technology produced smooth ablations even up
to −9.00 D. Ablation smoothness is also influenced by spot
positioning algorithms. Dago et al. performed ablations on
PMMA plates using four scanning excimer lasers, two with
flying spot technology (Zeiss-Meditec MEL-70, and a
Russian-made unit, Microscan) and twoNidekmodels with
scanning slit delivery systems and an expanding iris dia-
phragm (EC-5000 and EC-5000 CX) [2]. The smoothest
surface was obtained in samples produced by Zeiss-
Meditec MEL-70 unit (RMS = 112 ± 23 nm), followed by
the Nidek EC-5000 CX (RMS = 153 ± 12 nm), and the
Microscan (RMS = 181 ± 11 nm). It was concluded that
scanning excimer lasers based on flying spot technology
created smoother ablations on PMMA plates compared to
the older Nidek EC-5000 unit.

It has been theoretically shown that corneal laser
surgery could benefit from smaller spot sizes and higher
repetition rates [3, 4]. Furthermore, higher refractive set-
tings correlate with decreasing surface smoothness. These
results have been reproduced in PMMA by O’Donnell et al.
[5], showing an increase of 25 nm roughness per micron of
ablation in PMMA.

Figure 1 shows an oversimplified sketch of how rough-
ness is induced during the pulse-by-pulse ablation process.

An analytical model was proposed to optimize the
ablation efficiency based on different metrics of ablation
derived from the modification in the Beer–Lambert’s law
[6] followed by a theoretical framework for determining
the optimum laser beam characteristics for achieving
smoother ablations in laser vision correction [7]. Extending
this model, the main purpose of this paper is to provide
empirical results of the impact of laser beam characteristics
like truncation radius, lattice arrangement, and jitter on
ablation smoothness measured as residual roughness in
PMMA plates after being ablated with an excimer laser
system.

2 Methods

A modified SCHWIND AMARIS system has been used providing a
beam profile with the following characteristics: full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 540 µm, super-Gaussian order (N ) of 1.27, and
repetition rate of 1050 Hz. The laser parameters and the pulse energy
have been optimized following previous works [6, 7]. For PMMA
ablations, two configurations (with a 0.7 mm pinhole and 0.75 mJ and
without pinhole and 0.9mJ (for fluences of 329mJ/cm2 and 317mJ/cm2

and corneal spot volumes of 174 and 188 pl)) were considered, along
with two types of lattices (with and without ordered dithering to select
the optimum pulse positions), and two types of spot placement (with
and without jitter).

2.1 Truncation (pinhole)

Roughness in ablation was measured with (standard setting) versus
without truncation (0.7 mm diameter, corresponding to 76% trans-
mission, and 27% cut-off at the flanks).

The effect of Pinhole on radiant exposure, estimated ablation
depth on the cornea and PMMA is displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of how the roughness is induced
during the pulse-by-pulse ablation process – exaggerated scale.
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2.2 Ordered dithering lattice geometry

Ordered dithering is an image dithering algorithm. It is commonly
used to display a continuous imageonadisplay of smaller color depth.
The algorithm reduces the number of colors (without applying
pseudo-gray, or bit-stealing [8]) by applying a threshold mapM to the
pixels displayed, causing some pixels to change color, depending on
the distance of the original color from the available color entries in the
reduced palette. This threshold map (for sides with length as power of
two) is also known as an index matrix or Bayer matrix [9].

Arbitrary size threshold maps can be devised with a simple rule:
First fill each slot with successive integers. Then reorder them such that
the average distances between two successive numbers in the map is as
large as possible, ensuring that the table “wraps” around at edges.

The algorithm renders the image normally, but for each pixel, it
adds a value from the threshold map, causing the pixel’s value to be
quantized one step higher if it exceeds the threshold. For example, in
monochrome rendering, if the value of the pixel is less than the
number in the corresponding cell of the matrix, plot that pixel black,
otherwise, plot it white.

The size of the map selected should be equal to or larger than the
ratio of source colors to target colors. For example, when quantizing a
24 bpp image to 15 bpp (256 colors per channel to 32 colors per
channel), the smallest map one would choose would be 4 × 2, for the
ratio of 8 (256:32). This allows expressing each distinct tone of the
input with different dithering patterns.

Bayer has shown that for matrices of orders which are powers of
two there is an optimal pattern of dispersed dots which results in the
pattern noise being as high-frequency as possible.

The idea behind it is simple: given two available values a and b,
let’s say black and white, the value x between a and b—that should be
grayish—is simulated by mixing pixels of colors a and b. To apply
some ordered dithering on an image,we apply the same logic but in 2D
by using a Bayer matrix. By turning the pixel on in a very specified
order, the matrix creates the perception of continuous variation of
color. In these matrices, consecutive threshold values are located far
apart spatially, which gives the perception of a progressive variation.

This concept can be easily adapted to the discretization of an
ablation volume into an integer collection of pulses per position. The
task is now to express a continuous profile on basis smaller resolution.
The algorithm causes some pixels to round up the number of pulses to
be placed, and some others to round down. The size of the map
selected should be equal to or larger than the ratio of the size of the
ablation profile to the size of the spot (building block).

2.3 Jitter

In optics, the term jitter is used to refer to the oscillatory motion of the
image with respect to the detector, which blurs the image. In our case,
it is a controlled randomnoise (up to±20 µm in either direction) added
to the theoretical scanner positions. This may help avoiding/breaking
patterned effects in the overlapped spots. As expressed in the history
of PRK [10]:

Figure 2: Top: Measured beam profile of the used laser system in
the presence of a 0.7 mm pinhole. Bottom: Simulated theoretical
effect of pinhole truncating the 0.82 mm beam to a 0.7 mm spot.
Essentially the pinhole cuts-off the flanks of the spot, reducing the

total energy of the pulse at the expense of inducing high frequency
signals. The peak radiant exposure (related to the pulse energy) of the
beam without pinhole has been slightly reduced to keep a good com-
parison in the per pulse ablation volume on corneal tissue and PMMA.
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The researchers began working in a trailer at Luisiana State
University that was next to a trash compactor, which inadver-
tently led to a discovery. The researchers found that when the
trash compactor was operating, it shook the trailer, which made
the laser wobble instead of shooting straight down into the pa-
tient’s eye.McDonald said thatwhen the trailerwas not vibrating,
the treatments were not as smooth and the results not as good.
This led to a smoothing of the procedure so the ridges the laser
produced were eliminated.

Real ablations on PMMA (ranging from −12D to +6D with and
without astigmatism of up to 3D) completed the study setup. The
various test conditions are presented in Table 1. For each test condi-
tion, a total of 12 ablations were performed on PMMA, and the average

efficiency (Achieved ablation/Expected ablation as described in pre-
vious works [11]) and induced ablation roughness were considered as
the primary outcomes.

To determine the individual measurements, a laser scanning
deflectometer (SCHWIND PMMA Profilometer, SCHWIND eye-tech-
solutions GmbH) was used [12].

Themean ablationperformance is a relativemeasure of the ablation
performance that is nondimensional. Second-order (low-order) Zernike
coefficients and fourth-order Zernike coefficients were used, creating a
value similar to a Seidel refraction. The mean ablation performance was
definedas themeanvalue, and the ablation variabilitywasdefinedas the
standard deviation (SD) of the 12 individual measurements for each test
condition. The mean performance is related to the slope of a linear fit
achieved versus attempted correction power.

The roughness induced by the ablation was estimated from the
root mean square (RMS) error in ablation. This method is essentially
the same used in previous works [3], the roughness (RMS of ablation
irregularities) was calculated from the derived ablation profiles by
applying a fourth-order Zernike fit to subtract the underlying shape of
the ablation profile. The residual fluctuations were statistically
analyzed within the treatment zone to derive the ablation roughness.
Figure 3 depicts the determination of roughness for 2 cases of same
dioptric power but different induced ablation roughness.

The effect of the 2 × 2 × 2 different configurations (two states of
Pinhole, two sates of lattice order dithering, and two states of jitter
spot placement) was analyzed based on the roughness in ablation
estimated from the root mean square error in ablation.

An empirical comparison model was set for evaluating the
roughness induced by the ablation process, following the methodol-
ogy as:
(1) Set high and low fluence parameters to the same energy (0.75mJ)

at the working plane (single fluence)
(2) Perform a fluence test and a PMMA test (Test 1: pinhole, w/o

dithering, w/o jitter)
(3) Enable jitter = 20 µm

Table : Summary of the various test settings. Here for Pinhole, ‘Y’
represents truncation of the laser beam using a pinhole (. mm
diameter) and ‘N’ represents no truncation (and for Energy, ‘Y’ rep-
resents . mJ and ‘N’ represents . mJ); for Dithering, ‘Y’ repre-
sents use of lattice with ordered dithering to select the optimum
pulse positions and ‘N’ represents lattice without ordered dithering;
for Jitter, ‘Y’ represents a controlled random noise (up to ± µm in
either direction) added to the theoretical scanner positions while ‘N’
represents no random noise.

Test number Pinhole (Energy) Dithering Jitter

 Y N N
 Y N Y
 Y Y Y
 Y Y N
 N Y N
 N Y Y
 N N Y
 N N N

Figure 3: Example of roughness of a PMMA test performed with two different configurations, leading to different levels of roughness.
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(4) Perform a fluence test and a PMMA test (Test 2: pinhole, w/o
dithering, jitter)

(5) Enable dithering
(6) Perform a fluence test and a PMMA test (Test 3: pinhole, dith-

ering, jitter)
(7) Disable jitter
(8) Perform a fluence and a PMMA test (Test 4: pinhole, dithering,

w/o jitter)
(9) Remove the pinhole
(10) Set high and low fluence parameters to the same energy (0.9 mJ)

at the working plane (single fluence)
(11) Perform a fluence and a PMMA test (Test 5: w/o pinhole, dith-

ering, w/o jitter)
(12) Enable jitter = 20 µm
(13) Perform a fluence and a PMMA test (Test 6: w/o pinhole, dith-

ering, jitter)
(14) Disable dithering
(15) Perform a fluence and a PMMA test (Test 7: w/o pinhole, w/o

dithering, jitter)
(16) Disable jitter
(17) Perform a fluence and a PMMA test (Test 8: w/o pinhole, w/o

dithering, w/o jitter)
(18) Reset system to standard AMARIS
– This corresponds to a nonsequential settings procedure to avoid/

reduce model bias; time drifts, hysteresis effects.

2.4 PMMA tests

Eight PMMA Tests have been performed (each consisting of 12 ab-
lations ranging from −12D to +6D) and analyzed from a single
AMARIS system. These conformed a 2 × 2 × 2 matrix comparing with
versus without pinhole, dithering, and jitter. Mean performance
values with standard deviations [11, 12], and roughness [3, 7] have
been evaluated. To increase robustness 8 × 8 analyses, four vs. four
cumulative analyses, as well as pairwise analyses have been
included.

3 Results

In general, truncation of the beam is negatively associated
to a higher level of residual roughness; ordered dithering to
select the optimum pulse positions is positively associated
to a lower level of residual roughness; jitter is negatively
associated to a higher level of residual roughness. The ef-
fect of dithering was the largest, followed by truncation,
and jitter had the lowest impact on results. So that: dith-
ering approaches help to further minimize residual
roughness after ablation; minimum (or no) truncation of
the beam is essential to minimize residual roughness after
ablation; and jitter shall be avoided to minimize residual
roughness after ablation.

3.1 Mean performance

Performance for all eight test settings is displayed in
Figure 4, whereas cumulative effect of pinhole, dithering,
and jitter is displayed in Figure 5. The absence of pinhole
enhanced performance by +4% (p < 0.005); the use of or-
dered dithering enhanced performance by +3% (p < 0.01);
and the absence of jitter enhanced performance by +1%
(p < 0.05).

3.2 Roughness

Roughness for all eight test settings is displayed in
Figure 6, whereas cumulative effect of pinhole, dithering,

Figure 4: Mean performance measured for each test condition,
ranging from 99 to 108%.

Figure 5: Four vs. four cumulated comparison of the effects of
pinhole, dithering, and jitter on mean ablation performance on
PMMA. The absence of pinhole enhanced performance by +4%
(p < 0.005); the use of ordered dithering enhanced performance by
+3% (p < 0.01); and the absence of jitter enhanced performance by
+1% (p < 0.05).
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and jitter is displayed in Figure 7. The absence of pinhole
reduced roughness by −8% (p < 0.00,005); the use of or-
dered dithering reduced roughness by −11% (p < 0.00,001);
and the absence of jitter reduced roughness by −4%
(p < 0.0005).

3.3 Roughness versus ablation depth

The relationship roughness (in the form of sum of the
squared residuals) versus maximum ablation depth is
displayed in Figure 8 for pinhole, dithering, and jitter. It
followed a power function, with an exponent ∼1.4–1.5 with
maximum ablation depth providing reasonable R2 > 0.8.
The best fit lines confirm that the absence of pinhole, the
use of ordered dithering, and the absence of jitter all
reduced roughness.

3.4 Pairwise comparisons

Pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 2. The pairwise
comparisons confirm that for all but one case the absence

Figure 6: Residual roughness measured for each test condition,
ranging from 160 to 427 nm.

Figure 7: Four vs. four cumulated comparison of the effects of
pinhole, dithering, and jitter on residual roughness on PMMA. The
absence of pinhole reduced roughness by −8% (p < 0.00,005); the
use of ordered dithering reduced roughness by −11% (p < 0.00,001);
and the absence of jitter reduced roughness by −4% (p < 0.0005).

Figure 8: Roughness (expressed as the sum of squared residuals)
versus maximum ablation depth in a four vs. four cumulated
comparison of the effects of pinhole (top), dithering (centre), and
jitter (bottom). It follows a power function, with an exponent ∼1.4–
1.5 with maximum ablation depth providing reasonable R2 > 0.8. The
best fit lines confirm that the absence of pinhole, the use of ordered
dithering, and the absence of jitter all reduced roughness.
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of pinhole, the use of ordered dithering, and the absence of
jitter all reduced roughness.

3.5 Best-worst comparisons

The rank of residual roughness is shown in Table 3. The
worst condition (Figure 6) was test setting 2 (with pinhole,
without dithering, and with jitter) as exactly predicted by
Figures 7 and 8 (and Table 2). Its counterpart, derived as
best fromFigures 7 and 8 (and Table 2) would be test setting
5 (without pinhole, with dithering, and without jitter), but
the actual empirical best condition (Figure 6) was Test
setting 4 (with pinhole, with dithering, and without jitter).
These three settings are displayed and analyzed in
Figure 9. There was no statistically significant difference in
roughness between test settings 4 and 5 (empirical best vs.
predicted best) (difference in roughness 0.1%; p = 0.5).
There was a clear statistically significant difference
in roughness between test setting 2 and test settings
4 and 5 (worst vs. best) (difference in roughness +24%;
p < 0.00,001). The same holds for the relationship rough-
ness (in the form of sum of the squared residuals) versus

Table : Pairwise comparisons: the absence of pinhole, the use of ordered dithering, and the absence of jitter all reduced roughness.

Pairwise Test RMS ± SD
(nm)

Counterpart Test RMS ± SD
(nm)

Comparison (bold
Statistically significant)

Pinhole Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No PH better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No PH better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No PH better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  PH better

Dithering Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Dithering better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Dithering better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Dithering better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Dithering better

Jitter Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No jitter better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No jitter better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No jitter better
Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter =   ±  No jitter better

Table : Rank for the residual roughness on PMMA.

Rank Test

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

 Test : PH = ; Dithering = ; Jitter = 

Figure 9: Worst-best comparisons: The absence of pinhole, the use
of ordered dithering, and the absence of jitter all reduced
roughness. There was no statistically significant difference in
roughness between test settings 4 and 5 (empirical best vs.
predicted best) (difference in roughness 0.1%; p = 0.5). There was a
clear statistically significant difference in roughness between test
setting 2 and test settings 4 and 5 (worst vs. best) (difference in
roughness +24%; p < 0.00,001). The same holds for the relationship
roughness (in the form of sum of the squared residuals) versus
maximum ablation depth, which is largely overlapped for test
settings 4 and 5 (best), and distinctly higher for test setting 2.
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maximum ablation depth, which is largely overlapped for
test settings 4 and 5 (best), and distinctly higher for test
setting 2.

3.6 Summary

For the input parameters presented in Table 1, a proper
optimum configuration for minimizing the roughness is
summarized in Table 4.

4 Discussion

The obtained results are not surprising and confirm the
theoretical and simulated predictions [7]. Beyond the
confirmation, this work provides a quantification of the
effects (for the described settings).

Cutting off the intensity (truncation through e.g., a
pinhole) introduces a sharp edge that cannot be compen-
sated otherwise and hence roughness is increased. It could
be expected that gradual intensity absorption to achieve a
smooth laser spot profile would overcome this problem.
The pinhole in the AMARIS system lies in ameta-focus, in a
position/plane conjugated to the ablation plane, but the
pinhole is not the focus. So that the Gaussian focusing
optics may actually create a flank (instead of a sharp-edge)
out of the pinhole (Figure 2 Top).

Jitter adds random noise while partially reducing the
residual. This is equivalent to increase the variance and
hence increases roughness. This may not be the theoretical
case for jitter applied to pinhole/truncated beams (as the
history shows) [10]. Jitter would then smoothen the sharp
truncation into a (Gaussian) progressive flank (in the
limiting case as the convolution of the single spot shape
with the jitter random function).

Dithering is constructed in such a way that there may
be a (very) high frequency contribution to roughness (with
the reciprocal of the minimum interspot distance as fre-
quency) but a near optimal compromise to achieve the
desired ablation profile (small amplitude of the roughness
“signal”). The latter is responsible for minimizing the
variance. In a sense, it could be argued that the roughness

is not reduced, but rather sent to frequencies out of the
measurement relevant spectrum.

The roughness in ablation after refractive surgery is
related to the transmission of light in the cornea [13].
Perez–Merino et al. [14] analyzed the relationship among
transmittance, scattering and epithelial surface properties
during wound healing after refractive surgery in hens
operated using different refractive surgery techniques
(Lasik, Lasek, PRK). Their results suggested that higher
roughness in the epithelium-stroma interface causes a
decrease of transmittance and an increase of scattering.
Larger differences between internal and external rough-
ness of epithelium contributes to produce a decrease of
transmittance and an increase of scattered light.

Various measurement techniques have been devel-
oped for the measurements of surface roughness [15]. To
test the effect of radiant exposure on surface smoothness,
Fantes et al. [16] ablated rabbit corneas with the 193 nm
argon fluoride excimer laser at nine radiant exposures from
50 to 850 mJ/cm2. They showed that the uniformity of the
surface following laser ablationmay play an important role
in the rate of epithelial healing and amount and type of
stromal scarring. It has been experimentally shown that
high levels of surface roughness produced by some laser
systems may be sufficient to degrade visual performance
under some circumstances [17]. O’Donnell et al. [5] showed
that surface irregularities in PMMA increase with ablation
depth and proposed a unit of measure of roughness
expressed as the peak-to-valley distance in ablation. The
excimer laser interacts with the non-ablated residual
stromal surface in a characteristic fashion not seen with
isotropic, inorganic material. McCafferty et al. [18] postu-
lated that the surface changes demonstrated after excimer
laser ablation may be indicative of temperature-induced
transverse collagen fibril contraction and stress redistri-
bution, or the ablation threshold of the stromal surface
may be altered. This phenomenon may be of increased
importance using lasers with increased thermal load.

Previous works showed a complex relationship be-
tween the temporal and spatial distribution of the laser
spots [19]. The increase in the corneal surface temperature
depends on the time sequences of the laser spots, the
amount of correction, and the type of correction;
i.e., myopic, hyperopic, or phototherapeutic keratectomy.
The temporal and spatial positioning affects the tempera-
ture increase strongly. Scan sequences that allow a higher
degree of temporal and spatial overlapping will lead to
higher temperatures than spot sequences that avoid or
minimize such overlapping. A thermal modeling of the
temperatures at high repetition-rate heating was presented
by Brygo et al. [20] In that study, laser beam absorption in

Table : Consolidated summary.

Conditions without
Jitter//with Jitter =  µm

. mm pinhole and
. mJ energy

No pinhole and
. mJ energy

Heuristic reticular search Baseline (% resid-
ual roughness)//+%

−%//−%

Ordered dithering search −%//−% −%//−%
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corneal tissue resulted in the matter heating and degra-
dation at a sufficiently high temperature. The model
developed by Brygo et al. [20] is considered to be purely
thermal and linear. It is based on the 1-dimensional heat
equationwith constant coefficients. The general solution of
the heat equation can be obtained in terms of the Green
functions. The temperature for high-repetition-rate heating
can be obtained using the linearity of the heat equation
with constant coefficients. The heating and cooling at a
high-repetition-rate are described by the sum of tempera-
tures from positive intensities during the pulse and nega-
tive intensities between two pulses. During heating with n
pulses, a temperature increase must be considered and a
cooling effect between two pulses. Previous works
demonstrate the complexity and dependence of the surface
temperature on the temporal and spatial spot distribution
on the cornea [19]. Increasing the amount of the refractive
correction, the repetition rate of the laser system, or an
increase of the radiant exposure will lead to an increase in
the ocular surface temperature. A larger optical zone and
smaller laser spots will decrease the ocular surface
temperature.

As for the dependence with dioptric corrections; as
Figures 8 and 9 show, there is a positive correlation of
roughness with ablation depth. Higher dioptric powers (or
wider optical zones) lead to deeper ablations (removing
also a higher amount of volume), thus likely are associated
to higher induction of roughness.

These researches substantiate the need for achieving a
smoother surface in laser ablation for vision correction, for
achieving higher fidelity in the post-operative outcomes.
Smoothing agents and optimized energy distribution pat-
terns have been explored to achieve smoother surfaces
after laser ablation. Arba–Mosquera et al. [21] presented
the dual fluence concept for the sequencing of laser shots
in corneal ablation, for achieving higher fidelity and
avoiding vacancies and roughness of the cornea. Lom-
bardo et al. [22] examined the impact of smoothing agent
(0.25% sodium hyaluronate) on postoperative roughness
in porcine corneas subjected to Excimer laser photore-
fractive keratectomy, bymeans of atomic forcemicroscopy.
Images of the ablated stromal surface showed undulations
and granule-like features on the ablated surface of the
specimens. The specimens on which the smoothing
procedure was performed (root-mean-square [RMS] rough:
0.152 ± 0.014 μm) were more regular (p < 0.001) than those
on which PRK alone was performed (RMS rough:
0.229 ± 0.018 μm).

Modelling approaches have been proposed in the past
to study the ablation profiles andoutcomes of the refractive
surgery excimer lasers [23]. The predicted post-operative

corneal ablation shape, ablated volume, asphericity and
spherical aberration varies across commercial laser plat-
forms, as well as the relative contribution of ablation
pattern designs and efficiency losses to the increased
asphericity [24]. We tested the laser beam characteristics to
define a set of parameters characterizing the laser beam
profile that can optimize the roughness in ablation. The
assessment of quality of vision is nowan essential aspect of
postoperative assessments following refractive proced-
ures. Quality of vision is a subjective entity and the
perception of quality of vision consists of various factors.

Plastic models have been used in refractive surgery
research and calibration for a long time, especially for the
assessment of roughness and calibration of pulse energy
(radiant exposure or fluence) [1, 2, 5, 25, 26]. However, it has
not been until recently that plastic models have been used
to study in detail the changes in the shape of the flat or
spherical surfaces, after refractive surgery [27, 28]. Ablating
plastic model corneas not affected by biomechanical or
other biological effects with clinical lasers, allows to
directly measure the actual ablation pattern provided by
the laser, avoiding the approximations and assumptions
used in theoretical models. However, plastic models are
not intended tomimic the response of the cornea but rather
used to characterize the laser systems. The differences in
ablation process between collagen and PMMA is well
documented in the literature [11, 12, 29]. The cornea-to-
PMMA ablation efficiency rate depends on the applied
radiant exposure and the super-Gaussian order of the beam
profile. As the radiant exposure increases, the cornea-to-
PMMA ratio decreases. As the radiant exposure decreases
approaching the ablation threshold for PMMA, the cornea-
to-PMMA ratio increases. Below the ablation threshold for
PMMA, the cornea-to-PMMA ablation efficiency rate
cannot be calculated. As the super-Gaussian order in-
creases, the cornea-to-PMMA ratio decreases. Maintaining
the pulse energy constant, as the super-Gaussian order
increases, the cornea-to-PMMA ratio may increase or
decrease depending on the level of the total energy per
pulse. As the ablation efficiency decreases towards
periphery, the cornea-to-PMMA ablation ratio increases.
From the ablation deviations observed in PMMA, the
impact in deviations in corneal ablation can be estimated.
The deviations in corneal ablation depend on the ablation
deviations observed in PMMA, the nominally applied
radiant exposure and the super-Gaussian order of the beam
profile. For a given ablation deviation observed in PMMA,
as the nominal radiant exposure increases, the relative
corneal deviation increases. As the super-Gaussian order
increases, the relative corneal deviation gains linearity,
becoming linear for a flat-top energy profile. Additionally,
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similar to other groups we found more roughness for
deeper ablations in plastic models5.

Several factors are associated with the epithelial
response in refractive surgery [30–34]. An important aspect
for consideration in postoperative refractive outcomes is
the epithelial masking that will finish the smoothing pro-
cess after the corneal ablation [35, 36]. An optimum
topography of the stroma facilitates reepithelialization
[37, 38]. Additionally, it is known that stromal topography
affects overlying epithelial function including the differ-
ential expression of both cellular and extracellular sub-
stances [39]. Attempts have been made in the past to
develop mathematical models used as the basis to design
ablation patterns that compensate in advance for the ex-
pected corneal surface smoothing response [40–42].

In this workwe performed eight PMMA tests (eachwith
12 ablations from −12D to +6D, accounting for a total of 96
ablations on PMMA) in a nonsequential settings procedure
to avoid/reduce model bias; time drifts, hysteresis effects.
To increase robustness not only 8 × 8 analyses, but four vs.
four cumulative analyses, as well as pairwise analyses
have been included.

The effect of dithering was the largest, followed by
truncation, and jitter had the lowest impact on results. So
that: dithering approaches help to further minimize resid-
ual roughness after ablation; minimum (or no) truncation
of the beam is essential to minimize residual roughness
after ablation; and jitter shall be avoided to minimize re-
sidual roughness after ablation.

Interestingly the different test conditions not only
affected roughness, but performance as well. The absence of
pinhole; theuse of ordereddithering; and the absence of jitter
all enhanced performance. This can be explained by the fact
that the best fit of a rougher shape runs somewhere between
the peaks and the valleys of the rough surface. For smoother
surfaces the difference from peak to valley reduces, so that
the best fit line runs closer to the maximum envelop (peaks).

We found one “anomaly” in our results: The best
condition derived fromFigures 7 and 8 (andTable 2) should
have been test setting 5 (without pinhole, with dithering,
without jitter), but the actual empirical best condition
(Figure 6) was test setting 4 (with pinhole, with dithering,
and without jitter). There was no statistically significant
difference in roughness between test settings 4 and 5
(empirical best vs. predicted best) (difference in roughness
0.1%; p = 0.5).

Of the best 4 conditions (Table 2): three are without
pinhole, three are with dithering, and three are without
jitter. Pairwise comparisons confirm: the presence of pin-
holes is systematically worse than no truncation, dithering
is systematically better than without dithering, and jitter is

systematically worse than without jitter. Once again con-
firming the robustness of the findings.

Basedon thepresentedempirical results onPMMA, it can
be foreseen that smoother surfaces would be achieved
immediately after the ablation, using the proposed laser
beam characteristics. This means at least two related poten-
tial advantages: (1) Short term outcomes may be better in the
time period where the epithelium remodeling/smoothing/
masking takes place, (2) Time for surface recovery may be
shorter; since the surface is smoother to startwith, epithelium
may need less remodeling, which means less time for
remodeling. Some other advantages of this model can be
speculated or at least subjected to clinical assessment,
namely, improving the smoothness seems a no risk condi-
tion, improvement in short term outcomes (without
compromising long termones), shorter recovery time to reach
final visual acuity goal, higher levels of final visual acuity,
shorter reepithelization time, reduced levels of induced
higher order aberrations, and less haze response.

Regarding reepithelialization, these implications may
be more relevant for PRK (surface procedure) than for
subsurface procedures such as LASIK and small-lenticule
extraction surgery (for which the epithelium remains
largely intact during the treatment) [43]. Likely, ablation-
surface roughness may play a larger role on epithelial
remodeling after PRK versus LASIK and SMILE. Although
postoperative epithelial remodeling has been reported
after LASIK and SMILE procedures, as well [44].

The surface roughness is influenced by the formation
of random or almost periodic holes with a depth of several
µm. For high quality surface ablation, the formation of
periodic structures and random holes should be avoided.
This can be achieved by orienting the scan direction
perpendicular to the polarization [45]. In order to minimize
the surface roughness, Neuenschwander et al. [46] sug-
gested that the optimum ratio between pulse distance and
spot radius should be >1.0, and the ratio between the line
distance and spot radius should be ≈ 0.5. Domke et al. [44]
explored the optimal combination of pulse-to-pulse dis-
tance and fluence in order to minimize the surface rough-
ness for the ablation of silicon, irradiated using an ultrafast
femtosecond laser. They concluded that the maximum
specific ablation rate was achieved at fluence of about
2 J/cm2. At a fluence of 2.8 J/cm2, the globalminimumof the
surface roughness was determined to be about 220 nm at
pulse distance = 0.67* spot radius. The influence of the
furrows on the surface roughness seemed be negligible at
this fluence. Their results suggest that the optimal
pulse distance increases with fluence. The local ablation
frequency and spot overlap has also shown to affect the
surface roughness in PMMA [47, 48]. Bende et al. [49] used
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a 1.0 mm Gaussian beam flying spot excimer laser to study
the impact of spot overlap and ablation frequency on sur-
face roughness in PMMA flat ablations (like PTK). They
found that the surface roughness varies as a function of
ablation depth, where the surface roughness for a PTK
ablation in PMMA plates varied between 0.26 and 0.49 µm
for a 50 µm deep ablation and 0.65–1.12 µm for a 250 µm
deep ablation. In PMMA the minimal surface roughness
was found for an overlap of 72.5%.

There is a delicate balance between the spot energy
and spot diameter in terms of the roughness in ablation.
Correcting the higher-order aberrations of the eye requires
lasers with smaller spots and finer resolution [50]. It has
been shown that a top-hat laser beam of 1.0 mm (Gaussian
with full-width half maximum of 0.76mm) is small enough
to produce custom ablation for typical human eyes [51].

Several units for measuring the roughness in ablation
have been proposed 5. In our analysis, we used the RMS as
unit to define roughness in ablation.

There are few limitations associated with ourmethods.
Only one AMARIS was involved in the test, the truncation
(pinhole) was tested for a single value (700 µm), only
ordered predithering was tested, and jitter was tested for a
single value (20 µm in X/Y). Further to that no true
Gaussian beam was tested, but a close-to-Gaussian beam
profile was used for the various test settings. Similarly,
PMMA performance was assessed, and not directly the
corneal roughness. Finally, we applied predithering
(anticipating errors), but also postdithering approaches
(error diffusion) may be pursued.

The results show that the laser characteristics used in a
corneal laser procedure have amajor impact on the surface
quality. The presence of pinholes truncating the beam
induced extra roughness, the use of ordered dithering
reduces residual roughness, and the presence of jitter in-
duces extra roughness. From the results, a proper optimum
configuration for minimizing the roughness in ablation for
defined input parameters (Table 5) have been found
specifically, no spot truncation (no pinhole); and using
dithering strategies without jitter.
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